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Review: Holy parody, Batman, this is Medea?
EVERETT EVANS, Copyright 2005 Houston Chronicle
Published 05:30 a.m., Saturday, April 16, 2005

In its first attempt at an ancient Greek tragedy, Infernal
Bridegroom Productions has devised not a definitive
Medea, but one as funky and full of weird touches as
the most hardcore fan of this avant-garde troupe
could wish.

When you hear that Batman makes an appearance —
yes, that Batman, playing golf — you may suspect that
IBP and director Charlie Scott, who also wrote this
adaptation of Euripides' classic, have gone too far.

At some points they have — particularly in a first act
that frequently seems bent on outright travesty.

Yet as the grim machinations of the vengeance-obsessed heroine take hold in the second act,
Scott and his cast start playing things relatively straight. And with IBP institution Tamarie
Cooper bringing power and fury to her key scenes in the title role, and Scott's effective staging of
her final horrific deeds, this Medea ultimately manages a potent shock-and-awe campaign. You
just have to wait for it.

As to IBP's collaboration with Suchu Dance, that proves a mixed blessing.

Suchu artistic director Jennifer Wood supplies often striking choreography for the half-dozen
dance sequences, performed with vigorous expertise by Helen Cloots, Nicole Craft, Jessi Harper
and Tina Shariffskul.

Though the dances are usually interesting in their own right, their relation to the main action is
not always clear. With a couple of brief exceptions, they exist apart from the play, rather than
being woven into it. The actors pause for a dance, then resume.

At least the dances are always earnest. Until the closing scenes, the rest of the production
alternates between taking the play seriously and madly spoofing it.

At one point, three soldiers pop up with successive "hellos" in harmony, Three Stooges style. At
another, two guards, puffing away, punctuate an argument with "Gimme that joint back!"

When Jason is shown in bed with the bride for whom he has deserted Medea, his new love is
represented by a nude, de-wigged mannequin.

When Medea pleads with Jason's new father-in-law, Creon, she addresses him as "Big Cheese,
Big Daddy, Big Kahuna."

Then there's the droll scene in which several experts discuss Medea's problems in the manner of
TV's McLaughlin Group, with Cary Winscott aptly imitating John McLaughlin, capping the
political gabfest with his trademark, "Bye-bye!"
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Sustaining the core of seriousness is Cooper's performance in the title role, as the woman
horribly wronged by Jason and thus bent on achieving the ultimate vengeance — not only
arranging for the death of his new bride, but also slaying Jason's two sons with her own hands.
True, they also are her sons, but as she explains, she loathes Jason more than she loves them.
Whether in her occasional bursts of withering sarcasm or her more prevalent wounded wrath,
Cooper is convincing.

She's assisted by Charlesanne Rabensburg's Nurse, the most consistent and sincere
performance, conveying concern, apprehension, and finally terror. Tanya Lunstroth appears in
filmed sequences, as the mature version of the same character, waxing philosophical about the
play's events — a neat device.

Jeff Miller's initially smug Jason evokes horror and despair at the denouement. Paul Locklear
scores comic points playing Creon as a Bush-league ruler, lapsing from a serious speech to a
golfer's flippant "Now watch this drive!"

And how did Batman get into Medea? Well, according to Scott's version of the script, the Caped
Crusader thinks he's vacationing in Athens — till he's advised by others that he's wound up in the
wrong place, as the play is set in Corinth.

Despite the always interesting surroundings, IBP's unorthodox take on Medea may leave you
wondering where you are, too.
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